V H gene analysis of hairy cell leukemia reveals a homogeneous mutation status and suggests its marginal zone B-cell origin Hairy cell leukemia (HCL) is characterized by homogeneous morphological, phenotypic and clinical features. Little is known about the genetic background or the cell of origin of this lymphoproliferative disorder. Recently, microarray 1 and comparative expressed sequence hybridization (CESH) 2 analysis of HCL showed a strikingly recurrent gene expression profile for this leukemia. This contrasts with the heterogeneous heavychain variable gene (V H ) mutation status in HCL previously reported in 19 cases. [3] [4] [5] To verify this issue, we analyzed the V H mutation status and V H gene usage of 20 HCL cases.
Frozen tissue of 20 spleens, showing massive involvement of the red pulp by HCL (18 splenectomies performed at the time of diagnosis and two during the course of the disease) were available for the study. Of these cases, 12 were included in a previous study. 2 Total DNA was extracted and amplified by separate PCR reactions using six V H family-specific primers directed to the framework (FR) 1 segment (V H 1-CCTCAGT GAAGGTCTCCTGCAAGG; V H 2-TCCTGCGCTGGTGAAAGC CACACA; V H 3-GGTCCCTGAGACTCTCCTGTGCA; V H 4-TCGG AGACCCTGTCCCTCACCTGCA; V H 5-GAAAAAGCCCGGGGA GTCTCTGGA; V H 6-CCTGTGCCATCTCCGGGGACAGTG) and a common consensus primer directed to the joining (J H ) segment (J H -ACCTGAGGAGACGGTGACC).
DNA sequence analysis was performed in both directions for all cases. DNA sequences of the tumor-related rearranged genes were compared to germline V H , diversity (D H ) and J H segments using the VBASE directory (http://www.mrc-cpe.cam.ac.uk/ vbase) and the IgBLAST database (http://www-stat.stanford. edu/immunoglobulin). The D H germline alignment, applying the stringent criteria of 10 successive matches, was successful only in cases 2, 13, 14 and 20. In the remaining cases that did not meet these criteria because of heavily mutated sequences, the D H germline segment was assigned to the longest stretches with the highest nucleotide homology with a minimum of six successive matches or seven matches interrupted by one mismatch. Silent (S) and replacement (R) mutations in the V H segment were identified by comparing the nucleotide sequence of each case with their closest germline V H sequence. Two nucleotide exchanges in one codon were considered as one mutation. Mutations at the FR1 primer site and at the joining site of the V H segment were not regarded as mutations. The probability that excess or scarcity of S or R mutations in the complementarity determining regions or FR resulted from chance alone was calculated.
All rearranged sequences were in-frame and devoid of any nonsense mutations (stop codons), strongly suggesting that they all represent functional V H genes. Homology to the closest germline V H gene (ID) ranged from 85.7 up to 97.8% with an overall mean ID of 94.1% (Table 1 ). All cases showed mutated V H genes (p98% ID), including 11 cases (55%) with slightly mutated (98-95% ID) and nine cases (45%) with heavily mutated (o95% ID) V H sequences. These results are in agreement with data published by Miranda et al. 5 Association between mutation frequency and particular V H families was apparent. Most sequences using V H 3 genes were heavily mutated (mean ID of 93.1%). The mean ID of V H 2 sequences to their germline counterpart was 95.4%, corresponding with a slightly mutated status. All three V H 4 rearrangements (cases 14-16) detected in the present study showed very low mutated V H genes (mean ID of 97.5%).
As shown in Table 1 , there was significant evidence of positive antigen selection in six cases (cases 3, 4, 12, 13, 18 and 19). In another eight cases (cases 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 17 and 18) negative selection and preservation of the antibody backbone was noted. These results point towards a role of a yet unknown antigen in the pathogenesis of at least a subset of HCL cases. Evaluating the derived amino-acid sequences for similarities (data not shown), we could not demonstrate any consensus sequence between these presumably antigen-selected V H genes.
The unanimously observed mutated V H gene status found in the present study indicates that HCL originates from an antigen- GL, germline; ID, homology to the closest germline VH gene; NI, not identified; R/S obs, observed number of replacement/silent mutations; a, infinitely large; R/S exp, number of R/S mutations expected from random distribution. a P, probability that excess or scarcity of S or R mutations arises from chance alone, calculated according to the binomial model of Chang and Cassali (Immunol Today 1994; 15: 367). b P, probability that excess or scarcity of S or R mutations arises from chance alone, calculated according to the multinomial model of Lossos et al (J Immunol 2000; 165: 5122 ); P-values in bold indicate demonstrable antigen selection in CDR regions, while asterisks (*) indicate that significance was reached for preservation of the antibody structure. A P-value smaller than 0.05 was regarded as significant.
experienced B cell that has undergone affinity maturation. Previously published data on low-level intraclonal diversity and differentiation arrest at a point of isotype switching in HCL 3, 4 were considered to be indicative of a germinal center origin of HCL cells. At present, it is accepted that B-cell affinity maturation resulting in isotype switching and somatic hyper- mutation (SHM) may follow two pathways. While affinity maturation takes place through T-cell-dependent immune responses in germinal center B cells, it has been shown recently that isotype switching 6 and SHM 7 can also take place outside the germinal center, possibly in the marginal zone (MZ), through T-cell-independent immune reactions. This would imply that the mutation status of a B cell should not be used as the exclusive indicator of its origin and differentiation stage. For that reason, we next focused on the V H gene usage within the present series of HCL cases. D H and J H genes were assigned in 15 and 19 cases, respectively (Table 1) . Similar D H and J H gene usage as that reported for normal as well as neoplastic mature B cells and, in particular, for HCL [3] [4] [5] was found. We further noted a preferential rearrangement of V H 3 genes and, to a lesser extent, of V H 2 and V H 4 genes. These findings are in line with earlier studies on HCL, which in addition mentioned the infrequent usage of V H 1 and V H 5 genes and the absence of V H 6 genes. [3] [4] [5] An interesting observation in our series is the complete lack of V H 1, frequently rearranged in normal B-cell ontogeny and in mature B-cell lymphomas. Of note, reactive MZ B cells and peripheral blood B cells (PBL) show significantly diminished usage of the V H 1 genes as well. Also worth noting is over-representation of V2-05, V3-33, V3-07 and V4-39 in the present series of HCL cases compared to normal B-cell ontogeny, while a biased usage of V3-23, as observed in the present study, has been reported regularly throughout B-cell ontogeny. The preferential usage of three V H 3 genes (V3-23, V3-07 and V3-33) in HCL suggests the involvement of a T-cellindependent type 2 (TI-2) immune response 8 or autoimmune responses 9 in the pathogenesis of HCL. Interestingly, the main environment of TI-2 immune responses is located in the MZ 6 and a relationship between autoimmune disorders and MZL has been reported regularly. 10 These observations are in line with our hypothesis of an MZ origin of HCL, derived from our previous CESH studies. 2 In summary, the unanimously observed mutated V H gene status of HCL in the present study corresponds well with their homogeneous and consistent expression profile as detected by CESH 2 and by microarray 1 analysis. Moreover, it indicates that HCL originates from an antigen-experienced memory B-cell subset. The mutation pattern and gene usage, as observed in the present study, best resemble that previously reported for reactive MZ B cells, and in particular their mutated subset, and MALT-type MZL. These observations are in line with an MZ B-cell origin of HCL as suggested previously. 2, 11, 12 
